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Professional Summary: 

Sr. DBA / Data Architect / Data Modeler / Data Warehouse professional with over 10 years of 

applied Information Technology (IT) experience, specializing in the development of Data 

Warehouse/Business Intelligence architecture that involves data integration and the conversion 

of data from multiple sources and platforms.   Database platforms include MS SQL Server, 

Oracle, Sybase, DB2, and My SQL.  Deep knowledge of RDBMS structures including schema 

creation/modification, monitoring and performance tuning, backup and recovery techniques, in 

depth troubleshooting.  Extensive knowledge of Structured Query Language including T-SQL 

and PL/SQL.  Deep experience creating, modifying and deploying stored procedures, packages 

and functions.  Proven leader on high profile projects. Consistently demonstrates ability to 

communicate well with different organizational levels, from end users and technical staff to the 

executive level. Consistently meets tight deadlines and focuses on quality results. 

 

Technical Summary: 

 

Data 

Mgmt/Communications: 

RDBMS: ETL Tools: 

SQL SQL Server Data Stage 

T-SQL SSRS Informatics 

PL/SQL SSIS Tools / Software: 

SQL*Loader SSAS ER Win 

Languages: Oracle TOAD for Oracle 

Ksh My SQL TOAD for DB2 

csh DB2 Web Servers: 

SharePoint Sybase Web Logic 

 

Work Experience: 

 

ABC Inc., Any Town, NY   2/07 – 4/10 

Sr Data Modeler 

 Hands on experience in all stages of system development efforts, including requirement 

analysis, design, testing and implementation. 

 Expertise in Implementation of Business Applications using Oracle technologies in 

Financial, Pharmacy, Insurance domains. 

 Strong working experience in Oracle 8i/9i/10g/11g database programming using PL/SQL 
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and standard built-in Oracle packages in UNIX and Windows environment. 

 Strong experience in interacting with business analysts and developers to analyze the user 

requirements, functional specifications and system specifications. 

 Proficient experience in working on conceptual, physical and logical data models(3NF) 

using various Data Modeling tools like Erwin,  MS Visio, Power Designer. 

 Strong understanding in the principles of Data ware housing using Fact Tables, 

Dimension Tables, star schema modeling and snowflake schema modeling, Slowly 

changing dimensions, foreign key concepts, referential integrity. 

 Experienced in OLTP, OLAP, GUI, Relational Database Management Systems 

(RDBMS) and Report Development. 

 Expert in coding complex and advanced PL/SQL programs using Oracle’s 

Object-Oriented programming, collections, records, index-by tables, object types and 

methods. 

 Well-acquainted in working with complex SQL queries with joins, date functions, inline 

functions, sub-queries, Functions, Procedures, Exception handling, Views, Packages, 

Triggers and Ref Cursors. 

 Extensive experience in using PLSQL Object Types, Oracle Parallel Queries, 

Materialized Views, Bulk Collects, Bulk Load, Regular Expressions, FORALL, Merge, 

Global Temporary tables. 

 Excellent proficiency in Data Transformations and loading using Export/Import and 

SQL, Loader and worked on External tables. 

 Proficient in Oracle Tools and Utilities such as TOAD, SQL*Plus, SQL Developer and 

SQL Navigator. 

 Experience in Query optimization & Performance tuning using Execution Plan, 

Performance Monitor. 

 Strong experience on working with Procedures for improving the load performance in 

various schemas across databases using appropriate HINTS. 

 Extensively worked on database up gradation and data migration from other systems to 

oracle.  

 Extensive Knowledge on UNIX (Korn) Shell Scripting, PERL Programming and 

scheduling jobs using CRONTAB and DBMS_JOBS. 

 Extensive Experience in Creating Repository, Source, Target Databases for Extraction, 

Transformation and Loading (ETL) using OWB/ Informatics. 

 Excellent analytical and interpersonal skills, oral and written Communication Skills. 

 

 

XYZ Corp, Any Town, NY.    4/06 – 12/06 

Data Analyst/Junior DBA 

 Oracle 10g Administration, optimization, performance tuning and maintenance. 

 Utilized SQL to develop new and debug existing Ad-Hoc reports. 

 Migrated Crystal Reports into Web based Ad-Hoc reporting.  

 Evaluated and developed reports with Microsoft Reporting Tools (SQL Server Reporting 

Service SSRS) and Oracle Reporting Tools. 

 Improved data integrity by adding foreign keys and normalizing the underlying data 

structure. 



 

 

 

 

 Re-factored Scrum Projects by use of agile project management methodology and SLDC. 

 Collaborated with the Development team in building and maintaining company websites.  

 

BCD Inc., Any Town, NY    7/04 – 3/06 

Data Analyst 

 Act as the primary Business Analytical Liaison between customers and development staff 

by assessing and communicating user needs, establishing priorities, and preparing needs 

for Development. 

 Present data analysis to Business Owners and Users about the accuracy of the 

information provided in custom created reports. 

 Test and analyze stored procedures and triggers using DB Artisan, Toad, and other 

database tools resulting in accurate and efficient data processing.  

 Provide in depth analysis of automated manufacturing data stored in databases by 

creating and using of ad-hoc PL/SQL queries. 

 Offer technical support to expedite the fashion, efficiency, and accuracy of information 

reviewed for process control business decisions.  


